Measuring
Forces for Good
Clinical Practice
Clinically relevant information for skin
protection and optimal positioning
Quick assessment and instant
feedback for you and your client
Improved patient compliance for
continuing health benefits
Document your decisions for optimal
ongoing care

We Innovate
Others Follow

User-friendly software, giving you
more time for your clients
Quick, accurate decision making gives
you significant cost benefits
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When is a Pressure Ulcer not a Pressure Ulcer?
Barend ter Haar, PMG Communications Sub-Committee
At this year’s ISS conference in March in
Orlando, David Brienza, from the University
of Pittsburgh, provided an update on current
thinking around what pressure ulcers are and
what causes them.
First, the staging definitions have been
updated, with the new definitions viewable on
www.npuap.org. Stage I still has
nonblanchable redness as its definition. It is
Stage II that has been updated, to partial
thickness, loss of dermis, and pink wound bed
without slough. The word ‘skin’ as being
affected by pressure has been removed, and
this has been replaced by underlying tissue.
This has major implications which will be
discussed later.
When is a pressure ulcer not a
pressure ulcer?
A new term has been floated, namely
Suspected Deep Tissue Injury. Included in the
definition is ‘Purple or maroon localised area
of discoloured intact skin or blood-filled
blister due to damage of underlying soft tissue
from pressure and/or shear. This area may be
preceded by painful, firm, mushy, boggy,
warmer, or cooler areas as compared with
surrounding tissue’.
One big question that has been debated
recently is: ‘Are Superficial (Stage I and II)
pressure ulcers caused by pressure?’ In
reality, a variety of skin lesions are caused by
elements other than pressure, such as by
faecal or urinary incontinence, or excessive
sweating leading to skin maceration. Damage
can be caused by friction as an individual is
moved. Shear may cause stretching and
tearing of blood vessels giving nonblanchable
erythema over a bony prominence. None of
these ulcers should be called pressure ulcers
since their primary cause has not been
pressure. Hence the changes in the definition
of Stage II ulcers described above. These
ulcers may be caused by pressure and/or shear
and/or friction and/or maceration.

What has research shown?
Bioengineers use the term ‘stress’ to refer to the
effects of pressure on tissues, and ‘strain’ as the
resultant deformation. It is the latter which
causes the pressure ulcer. In 1978 Chow &
Odell, using a ‘linear finite elemental
modelling’ technique, showed that the strain
occurred below the skin surface, and this was
confirmed by Todd in 1994 with MRI scanning.
Linder-Ganz is shortly publishing a report in the
Journal of Biomechanics of a seated person
showing that the ‘strain’ is occurring at depth,
while the ‘stress’ is more widely spread below
the skin’s surface.
Oomen’s work in 2003 showed that the
materials affected by strain were the muscle
layer near bone, and the fat between the bone
and skin. In contrast, cushions appear only to
relieve surface pressure, but not deep tissue
stress.
The result of this work and the related current
thinking is that the techniques such as pressure
mapping, which we have been using clinically
to prescribe seating materials to reduce pressure
ulcers, have probably had limited effect on deep
tissue pressure ulcers, and this is maybe why we
have not been reducing significantly the
incidence of pressure ulcers over the years!
Pressure mapping does have its value in
measuring the effects of position on likely deep
tissue stress and strain, but this does require
experienced interpretation of the pressure maps
presented. However, assessment techniques
which can look at combinations of pressure,
shear, moisture, and temperature, will have
more impact on prescribing appropriate
materials to reduce Stage I and II ulcers.
[If you are looking for a system where the one
interface module can be used to map pressure,
shear, heat, or moisture, the FSA system can
offer all four modalities.]

Reference: Brienza, D. 2007. Pressure Ulcers: More questions than answers. Abstract of 23rd International Seating
Symposium, p49.

Reprinted from: Posture & Mobility, 2007, 24, 41.
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Some FSA
Features
Remote Trigger
Capability
Variation
Coefficient
of +/- 10%
In-House Calibration
Kit
Seating Protocol
Wizard
Plug and Play
System
Video Image
Capturing Capability
Flexible 2-way
Stretch Fabric Mat
Accurate Piezo
Resistive Sensors
Multi-User
Licensing

FSA Universal Systems Base
The Clinical Core System
The FSA Universal Systems Base provides ease of use and flexibility to allow standardised and
trusted results to be obtained in all applications.
The Seating Protocol Wizard software included is designed to save you time and effort, allowing
you to see more clients, more effectively, and more efficiently.

When combined with ANY of our mats, appropriate
calibration jig, and relevant accessories, the Universal
Systems Base forms a complete assessment system,
meeting the needs of a multidisciplinary team. By
having a systems base that supports all FSA products,
you have the ability to add any application to your
capability, at any time, simply with the purchase of
an additional mat. This gives you the confidence that
you will always be able to adjust, adapt, and evolve
your service to ensure its continued relevance, and
guarantee you are always able to meet your client's
changing needs with only limited additional
investment.

Each FSA Universal System Base also comes equipped with a remote trigger and mobile
battery pack to allow assessment of dynamic movements, and the force and pressure
gradient they exert on your client. It also comes packaged in FSA’s High Strength Transport
and Storage Tube to ensure the mat and system base are maintained in the best condition for
use in-house or when travelling off-site, giving you additional flexibility and confidence.

FSA Prime
FSA Prime is a simplified, dedicated-use system providing an affordable option for those
who simply want to take advantage of a single FSA seating or bed application. It offers
unrivalled ease of use and portability, making force measurement as quick, simple, and
accessible as possible.
The FSA Prime is simple and affordable, yet
sacrifices none of the precision, reliability, and
functionality associated with FSA. This ensures that
the benefits of FSA’s robust force measurement
systems are available to most budgets.
The FSA Prime’s simple, plug-and-play design
provides an out-of-the-box solution to skin care
management needs which retains all of the
functional benefits of the Universal System Base,
giving you a simple to use system that provides
accurate and relevant information, first-time,
every-time.
The FSA Prime can be used on either a PC, a laptop, or a tablet PC for added portability,
providing advanced ease of use when conducting home or out-of-office consultations.
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Pressure Gradient
Measurements
FSA software provides a visual presentation of
pressure gradients, displaying the rate of change
from lower to higher pressures. This is critically
important and clinically relevant information as
the pressure gradient is more significant in tissue
breakdown than simply the actual pressure. Thus,
the FSA software continues to ensure that you are
in the best possible position to assess your clients’
risk, mitigate the likelihood of tissue breakdown,
and avoid the cost of skin ulcer treatment.

Seating Protocol
Wizard
FSA understands how valuable your time
is, and how important it is to have
consistent and trusted results. The
unique Seating Protocol Wizard is a core
feature of the FSA software. The Seating
Protocol Wizard is a step-by-step
assessment tool that guides you through
the patient database, assessment, force
measurement, and reporting process. In
this way, consistent results are ensured,
and trusted comparisons of pressure care
strategies can be made.
By inputting the client’s details, recording
their pressure map, and logging your
analysis, you can build an individual’s
unique pressure care report that can be
added to periodically, monitored, and
easily transferred internally and
externally for simple, effective, and
standardised skin care management.
It also offers additional flexibility for the
more demanding user, allowing the
programming of more tailored parameters
for a seating protocol unique to your
practice and its requirements.

“The medical
intervention required
for the developed
ulcer is serious,
expensive, and
invasive in cost and
time. The amount of
hospitalization, followup and expense
related to continued
care and prevention is
significant to the
client and the system”

V.C. Taylor (1999). Remote pressure
mapping for dynamic wheelchair
activities. Biomedical Aspects of
Manual Wheelchair Propulsion. L.H.V.
van de Woude et. al . (Eds.). IOS
Press, 63

www.besrehab.net
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FSA Seating Assessment

Seat/Back
Mat Length (cm)
Mat Width (cm)
Mat Area (m2)
Sensing Area Length
(cm)
Sensing Area Width
(cm)

43 – 63
43 - 63
0.18 - 0.4

With FSA mats in the seat and back you can:

33 - 53

•

Assess postural tendencies

33 – 53

•

Highlight at risk areas of the skin

Sensing Area (m2)

0.11 - 0.29

•

Compare and contrast seating strategies

Sensor Number

256 – 1024

•

Receive instant validation of interventions

16 x 16
Sensor Arrangement (/or 24 x 24 /
or 32 x 32)

Get it right first time

Sensor Dimensions
(mm)

17.5 x 17.5 –
30.2 x 30.2

Standard Calibration
Range (mmHg)

200

Sample Rate To Be
Expected
Space Between
Sensors Height
(mm)

40 Hz

The FSA seat and back pressure mats provide instant feedback of a client’s surface interface
on a wheel-chair set-up or cushion. This allows real-time adjustments to be made and, thanks
to its pane-view software, ready comparison of different strategies. This ensures you have the
quickest possible route to the correct solution for your client without unnecessary return
visits, thus increasing the efficiency of your operation and creating savings in your budget.

3.7 – 3.2

Get it right together

Space Between
Sensors Width (mm)

3.7 – 3.2

Mat Thickness (mm)

1.1

Including the client in the seating strategy development process leads to patient buy-in and
increased compliance. These ultimately increase the long-term effectiveness of your strategy
and bring the benefits of fewer assessments, increased efficiency, and budget savings.

Available in High Resolution

Seating is a dynamic activity,
so assess it in a dynamic way

Wheelchair
Tune-Up
Finished Mat
Length (cm)

110

Finished Mat
Width (cm)

80

Sensing Area
Length (cm)

100

Sensing Area
Width (cm)
Poly Thickness
(mm)

70
4

Sensor
Dimensions- Line
Widths (mm)

57 x 18

Space Between
Sensors - Height
(mm)

3.2

Space Between
Sensors - Width
(mm)

4.2

Sensor
Arrangement
Standard
Calibration Range
(mmHg)

16 x 32

300

Sensing Area (m2)

0.65

Sensor Number

512

4

The Record function of FSA Software allows
analysis of dynamic postural shifts tracked
over time, rather than relying on static
snap-shots. This gives a more robust analysis
of what is actually going on under your
client, and provides a better indication of
skin ulcer risk. The ability to isolate specific
areas of the mat for further in-depth analysis
of at-risk areas ensures all pressure care decisions are as informed as possible.

www.besrehab.net

Assessment on the move
The remote capabilities of FSA’s Universal Systems Base ensure that you can assess pressure
and postural tendencies while a wheelchair is in motion, allowing for pressure care strategies
to be developed that meet a clients static and dynamic requirements.

FSA Wheelchair Tune-up
System
FSA Wheelchair Tune-up System provides instant
and accurate feedback of weight distribution over
each wheel, as well as the centre of gravity, allowing
effective wheel-chair tune-ups to be made on the
day. This guarantees that the client receives the best
possible set-up in one visit, removing the need for
return visits and the resultant cost.
For manual users this can provide significant benefits
in reducing and mitigating joint strain, ultimately
increasing their quality of life, and reducing future
reliance on health services.

FSA Bed Assessment
Clinical
With FSA Clinical Bed mats you can:
••

Review patient
patient position
position
Review

••

Adjust
Adjust the
the surface
surface interface
interface

•

Educate
Educate patients
patients and
and staff
staff

Keep up-to-date
Quick and simple to use, FSA Bed mats allow
regular assessments of at risk patients without
significantly diverting staff-time. Couple this with
the ability to facilitate effective prevention
through accurate risk assessment, and you can
ensure long-term savings in time and money
associated with skin ulcer care.

See the full picture
FSA bed mats provide a full and robust assessment of a patient’s postural alignment and
pressure. This facilitates optimal choice of mattresses and instant adjustment of medical
beds to alleviate pressure problems and reduce future risk from pressure related
complications.

Learn the easy way
FSA Bed mats are an effective way of demonstrating to patients and caregivers the best
positioning techniques for relieving point pressure and decreasing the risk of tissue
breakdown, as well as increasing compliance with care regimes.

Bed
(Clinical)
Mat Length (cm)
Mat Width (cm)
Mat Area (m2)
Sensing Area Length
(cm)
Sensing Area Width
(cm)

200

Sensing Area (m2)

1.29

80
1.6
190
70

1024
(/or 2048)

Sensor Number

32 x 32
(/or
32 x 64)

Sensor Arrangement
Sensor Dimensions
(mm)
Standard Calibration
Range (mmHg)
Sample Rate To Be
Expected

57 x 18
100
10 Hz

Space Between
Sensors Height (mm)

3.7

Space Between
Sensors Width (mm)

2.9
1.1

Mat Thickness (mm)

Available in High Resolution

Retail
With FSA Retail Bed mats you can:
• Demonstrate
Demonstrate unique
unique benefits
benefits of
of a
a mattress
mattress
•

Enhance in-store efficiency

•

Support sales claims

Medically Approved
FSA Bed mats can form a valuable
point-of-sale tool in the marketing of
mattresses. The novel appeal of the
system is backed up by the
scientifically validated information to
aid mattress choice.

Adding Value
By engaging the customer in an active demonstration of the pressure care benefits of
higher-specification mattresses, you can overcome price resistance to quality-centred sales.

Bed (Retail)
Sensing Area (cm)
Poly Thickness (mm)

192 x 76

Sensor Dimensions

57 x 21

Sensor Gap (mm)

3.4 x 3.1

Sensor Arrangement
Finished Mat (m)
Sensing Area (m2)
Number of Sensors
Standard Calibration
Range (mmHg)

4

32 x 32
2.0 x 0.8
1.5
1024
100

Rest Assured
Add assurance and expertise to your sales message with real time evaluation of mattresses
using FSA Bed mats. This ensures that you and your customer can make the right selection
quickly, objectively, and painlessly, whilst also serving to generate buzz and word-of-mouth
interest in your service.
www.besrehab.net
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FSA Clinical Foot
Assessment

Orthotest
Mat Length (cm)
Mat Width (cm)
Mat Area (m2)
Sensing area
length (cm)
Sensing area width
(cm)
Sensing Area (m2)
Sensor Number

58
58
0.33
35

The FSA Foot assessment system provides the flexibility and versatility to meet any
modern practice’s requirements. A series of different applications are available as simple
additions to your core system with just the purchase of an additional mat.

35
0.12
1024

Sensor
Arrangement
Sensor Dimensions
(mm)
Standard
Calibration Range
(mmHg)
Sample Rate To Be
Expected
Space Between
Sensors Height
(mm)
Space Between
Sensors Width
(mm)
Mat Thickness
(mm)

With FSA Clinical Foot mats you can:

32 x 32
7.9 x 7.9

••

Assess
Assess static
static forces
forces and
and dynamic
dynamic movements
movements

300

••

Educate
patients and
and improve
improve compliance
compliance
Educate patients

10 Hz

••

Make
adjustments of
of orthoses
orthoses
Make instant
instant adjustments

2.9

Static Input
The FSA Orthotest is an ultra-thin and conformable
stand-on mat, allowing more effective comparison of a
patients treated and untreated stance (as well as
comparing differing treatments) by allowing an orthotic
to be placed under the mat. This allows you and your
patient to arrive at the most effective solution in a
quick, trouble-free manner.

2.9

1.09

InSole
X-Small –
-Large

Size
Mat Length (cm)
Mat Width
Mat Area
Sensing Area
Length (cm)
Sensing Area Width
(mm)
Sensing Area (cm2)
Sensor Number
Sensor
Arrangement
Sensor Dimensions
(mm)
Standard
Calibration Range
(mmHg)
Sample Rate to be
Expected (Hz)
Space Between
Sensors Height
(mm)
Space Between
Sensors Width
(mm)
Mat Thickness

X

22 – 30
In-shoe shape
In-shoe shape
21 – 29
In-shoe shape
0.8 –0.9
128
8 x 16

Mat Length (cm)
Mat Width (cm)
Sensing area
(cm)
Sensor Number
Sensor
Arrangement
Mat Thickness
(mm)
Standard
Calibration
Range (mmHg)

The FSA InSole system can either be
used in a flat sandal for assessing bare
foot walking on orthotics, or in the
client’s shoe for dynamic assessment
of the pressure distribution within the
footwear. This allows flexible and
robust assessment of a client’s
dynamic foot-care needs.

7.9 x 11.1 –
7.9 x 12.7
300

70

1.7 - 5.0

2 .0 - 5.9
1.6 mm

Treadmill
Mat Material

Dynamic Input

Urethane covered
with PTFE
113
66
51 x 102
1024
32 x 32
0.36

300

Visual Input
By placing the Teflon coated FSA Treadmill mat under a moving treadmill track, and
combining with real-time images of the clients movement (captured by a digital camera),
you can provide bio-mechanical assessment of a client. Objective assessments validate
your treatment plan and increases patient understanding and compliance, resulting in
improved outcomes.

FSA Prosthetic Mat
With the FSA Prosthetic mat you can:
Monitor forces
forces through
through the
the gait
gait cycle
cycle
Monitor

••

Ensure comfort
comfort and
and effectiveness
effectiveness of
of the
the prosthetic
prosthetic
Ensure

••

If it doesn’t fit, it doesn’t work
The diamond shaped FSA Prosthetic mat
ensures the most effective, efficient, and
comfortable fit of a patient’s prosthetic,
mitigating the risk of future complications
and associated cost. When used in
conjunction with the FSA InSole mat you can
dynamically assess the pressure shifts at
different stages of the gait cycle.

Prosthetic
Mat Length (cm)

40

Mat Width– Base
(cm)
Sensing Area
Length (cm)
Sensing Area
Width (cm)
Sensor Number

15
14
2.5
2 x 10

Sensor
Arrangement

Pyramid

Sensor
Dimensions (mm)

140 x 25

Standard
Calibration Range
(mmHg)

300

Sample Rate To
Be Expected (Hz)

150

Mat Thickness
(mm)

2.2

FSA Hand / Ergonomic
Assessment
With the FSA Hand / Ergonomic Assessment you can:
•
•

Assess post-operation strength
Analyse ergonomic force distribution

Glove
Sensing Area
(mm)

Fits like a Glove

Cover Material

The FSA Glove allows evaluation of static
and dynamic pressures and forces involved in
grip. This permits effective diagnosis,
assessment, monitoring and quantification of
hand function. The FSA Glove has the
flexibility to adjust to the individual client,
is durable, and easily adjusted.

Glove sizes

8x8
Teflon (not for all
applications)
Small, Medium and
Large

No. of Sensors

20 - 24

Standard Calibration Range
(mmHg)

300

Temperature
Sensors

FSA Speciality Sensors
The expertise of FSA allows mats to be made to your specific needs for size, shape,
resolution, and force. Contact us for a quotation to meet your requirements.

Sensor
Technology
Range
Scanning
Frequency (Hz)
Thermistor
Thickness

Thermistor
20 °- 70°C
(68° – 158°F)
10
2.4mm (0.09”)

Sense the heat
The FSA Temperature Sensor is
available in the same shapes and
dimensions of other FSA mats. Using
the FSA Temperature Sensor, you
obtain an accurate reading of
temperature gradient to facilitate
assessments of a persons risk of skin
or tissue breakdown.

www.besrehab.net
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FSA Shear Force
Assessment
Interest in shear and its implications for tissue breakdown has grown in recent years with
understanding of the effects of tissue distortion on tissue integrity.

With FSA shear force sensors you can:
•

Assess tissue distortion

•

Minimise risk of skin breakdown

•

Adjust seating and bed-care strategies with instant feedback
Feeling the pinch
With the FSA Integrated Shear-Force Sensor
(ISS) you can see the effect of otherwise
invisible pinch and parallel shear forces. The
sensor can be used to assess shear forces
exerted in any dynamic situation (e.g. seating,
walking, or movement when prone). When
these forces are understood, they can be
minimised to prevent tissue breakdown with
benefits to patient health and health budgets.

Shear
Number of Shear
Sensors
Shear Sensing AreaCircumference (cm)
Shear Sensor
DimensionsDiameter (cm)

1
3.1

0.9 cm

Shear Sensor Gap
(mm)

0.5

Shear Calibration
Range (Newtons)

1.5 or 4.5

No. of Sensors
Sensor Arrangement

16
4x4

Sensing Area (cm)

4.1 x 4.1

Gap Between Lines
(mm)

10

Finished Mat Area
(cm)

5.5 x 5.5

Poly Thickness (mm)

2

Standard Calibration
Range (mmHg)

200

See what’s really happening
The sensor can be used in conjunction
with video imagery capture to allow
the assessment of shear forces
inflicted by specific movements or
actions.

Your flexible friend
The FSA ISS is flexible and conforms
to body surfaces. It can be attached
to a point of maximum risk on a
individual client, or alternatively
attached to a surface such as a
cushion for easy assessment of
multiple clients.

Beyond Assessment
FSA Skin Management Solutions are a valuable set of tools for assessing and evaluating a
user’s pressure distribution and postural tendencies. As such these form not just a diagnostic
and assessment tool alongside other measures of tissue breakdown, but also a preventative
tool, raising awareness of location and gradient of pressure, and an educative tool for the
individual, carers, and multidisciplinary team members, relating to positioning and its
implications, so encouraging better care and compliance.
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Significant Cost-Benefits
In a recent study (G. Bennett et al, 2004) it was estimated that the total cost of
treating pressure ulcers in the UK ranges from £1.4 - 2.1bn annually, equating to 4%
of the total NHS budget.
FSA Pressure Mapping represents an affordable, proactive step in tissue breakdown
management, serving to mitigate current and future costs associated with skin ulcer
treatment including:

Financial efficiencies

Estimated cost savings

Avoid prescription of higher range
equipment than needed

Saving of £20 per client at 10 clients
per week equates to more than
£10,000 pa

Get the right solution first time
reducing the need for return visits

2 fewer clients coming back each
week at £100 saving each for
materials and labour equates to more
than £10,000 pa

Save time with quick and accurate
patient assessment

A saving of 15 min per client at 10
clients per week costing £10 per hour
equates to a saving of £1250 pa

Accurate home assessment reducing
the need for further callouts or bringing your client in

A saving per client of £200 at one
visit to a client a week equates to
£10,000 pa

Store information and have reports
written in a time efficient manner

Estimated savings of £1000 pa

Accurate pictorial record of
assessments provides effective
justification of treatment if facing
litigation

The cost of just one case would be
more expensive than the investment
in the FSA system.

“Pressure ulcers
represent a very
significant cost
burden in the UK.
Without concerted
effort this cost is
likely to increase in
the future as the
population ages. To
the extent that
pressure ulcers are
avoidable, pressure
damage may be
indicative of clinical
negligence and there
is evidence that
litigation could soon
become a significant
threat to healthcare
providers in the UK,
as it is in the USA”

G. Bennett et al (2004). The cost of
pressure ulcers in the UK. Age and
Aging, 33, 230-35

That gives a total potential saving of £32,250, ignoring any potential savings from
litigation proceedings.

www.besrehab.net

VeV

VERGe
VIDEOMETER

Also available from BES Rehab is the
Verge Videometer wound
measurement documentation and
tracking device.
VeV Provides sophisticated, accurate,
and codified reporting for effective
and consistent wound care
management.

Record
Use a video or digital camera to
capture a picture of the wound
Measure
Identify and outline significant
wound features
Document
Standard report includes picture,
clinical note and measurements
Track Wound Progress
Review and analyze treatment and
healing of patients
Outcomes
Database uses analysis tools to
measure outcomes
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Relieve Pressure
Without the Stress
With FSA Force Mapping Applications, the combination
of Plug and Play software, Seating Protocol Wizard,
Video image capture capabilities, In-House Calibration,
and Conformable Mat, ensure that the process is quick
and simple, improving the professionalism of your
assessment, and the outcome for both you and your
client.
The Easy Reporting System offered by the software
allows the client’s personal information, clinical data,
and images to be stored and updated alongside their
mapping read-out. Results from different care strategies
can be readily compared by both the carer and the
client. Reports can easily be transferred to existing
record keeping systems.

Contact BES Rehab Ltd now to
arrange a demonstration or
request a quote:

Tel: +44 (0) 1179 666 761
Fax: +44 (0) 1179 637 373
Email: info@bescorporate.net

BES Rehab Ltd
131 South Liberty Lane
Ashton Vale
Bristol
BS3 2SZ
www.besrehab.net

